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  Echolocating bats use their biosonar to locate, discriminate and capture their prey. Insectivorous bats face the additional challenge of tracking
and pursuing a moving target. Often foraging in cluttered environments, these bats rely on head aim to determine their prey's location
throughout an entire capture sequence. By directing their sound emission structures and acoustic gaze toward their target, bats keep prey in their
acoustic field of view with the highest angular resolution and flattest incident sound spectrum. Although bats can perform head aim based
tracking with an accuracy of a few degrees, acoustic tracking to such a degree would be unnecessary given the extremely broad beam widths.
The likely explanation is that bats are not using conventional beam width as resolution and instead are performing spectral based pattern
matching for localization. We investigated this strategy in a big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus) using a 224 element microphone array. This array
allows for fine scale, independent, variable frequency measurements of the beam with a high signal-to-noise ratio. Bats were trained to
echolocate while remaining stationary of a platform. We recorded the beam pattern and head aim during echolocation to characterize the
dynamics of echolocation.
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INTRODUCTION 

Echolocating bats, especially insectivorous species, use their biosonar to track and pursue prey while 
maneuvering in highly cluttered environments. Despite a relatively wide emitted sonar beam, bats are able to 
perform angular localization and discrimination of just a few degrees (Ghose and Moss, 2006). To do so, bats direct 
the main axis of their beam towards the target of interest and rely on off-axis spectral variability to filter out echoes 
from the surrounding clutter (Bates and Simmons, 2010).  Bats may also direct their transmit and receive beams 
slightly off axis to improve target detection and localization (Yovel 2010). 
 

Despite decades of research, we still do not fully understand how bats can perform fine scale angular 
localization and discrimination. Investigations into the characteristics and dynamics of the emitted beam pattern may 
lead to further insight into bats' capabilities.  To date, most bat beam patterns have been measured with a small 
number of microphones that limits the resolution of beam information (Ghose and Moss, 2003; Ghose et al., 2007). 
Additionally, many studies assume a static transmit beam and average multiple calls which veil any pulse-to-pulse 
variability (Hartley and Suthers, 1989; Surlykke et al., 2009). In this study, we measured the echolocation beam and 
tracking of a big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus) with a 224 element, fine scale array. Using this measurement system 
during controlled laboratory experiments, we were able to measure the frequency dependent beam shape of an 
echolocating big brown bat from a distance of 1m with approximately 3-5 degrees of resolution. Acoustic data were 
synchronized with video to investigate corresponding changes in head, ear and mouth movements. 

METHODS 

Microphone Array System 
The microphone array was constructed using ultrasonic MEMS microphones (SPM0204UD5, Knowles Acoustics, 
Itasca, IL) and custom analog and digital interface electronics (Fig. 1). 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1.  A close-up photograph showing the microphone unit on a microphone preamplifier circuit board.  Preamplifier 
circuitry is located on the back of the circuit board.  Mechanical alignment, power distribution, and signal routing are provided 

through the connectors and attached to a backplane. 
 

The electronics were surface mounted onto 16 printed circuit board panels and attached to a machined aluminum 
frame. The complete array measures 1.42 m tall by 1.83 m wide and the surface is covered with 1" acoustic foam 
panels (Class A, American Micro Industries, Chambersburg, PA) with cutouts for the microphone preamplifier 
boards.  The microphone boards were spaced equally along a 10.2 cm horizontal pitch and 12.7 cm vertical pitch 
(Figure 2). 
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FIGURE 2. Photograph of the fully constructed microphone array.  Acoustic foam (not pictured) with microphone cutouts was 
placed on the face of the array to reduce echo backscatter during beam pattern measurements.  With acoustic foam installed, the 

reflected energy was attenuated across the entire frequency band of 10 kHz to 100 kHz. 
 
Experimental Subject and Procedure 
Several bats were trained to station on a platform located 1.0 m from the array and echolocate at and track a tethered 
moving mealworm target. All experiments were conducted with an approved IACUC protocol. Bat position and 
head aim were recorded by a digital video camera and stored for offline analysis. 
 
Recording of Echolocation Signals 
Echolocation signals were synchronously sampled and recorded at 250 kHz with a custom high-speed data recorder.  
The distance from the bat to the array (1 m) allowed for an angular coverage of 84 degrees azimuth and 70 degrees 
elevation. Recordings were triggered by an external microphone mounted at the center and base of the bat platform. 
Once triggered, the envelope of each call was compared with a threshold in real-time that enabled the recording 
system for at least 10 ms.  This duration was sufficient to capture the signal on each of the microphones in the array. 
 
Data Analysis 
Each echolocation call was equalized with a zero-phase ARMA filter (Jackson, 1995) that inverted the frequency 
response of the microphones, preamplifiers, and digital converter circuitry. Then, the calls were detected using pre-
specified channels located at both the center and periphery of the array. Once detected, the source of the calls was 
localized in azimuth, elevation and range using time difference of arrival (TDOA) to triangulate the source.  An 
additional zero-phase ARMA filter was then applied to each microphone channel to invert the transmission loss 
effects due to spherical spreading and frequency dependent absorption losses (Bass, 1995; ANSI S1.26-1995). This 
processing was conducted using custom algorithms written in MATLAB and was repeated for all echolocation calls 
in the dataset. Figure 3 shows the flowchart for the data analysis process. 
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FIGURE 3. Functional flow diagram describing the signal processing steps to reconstruct each beam.  After identifying each 
echolocation call in a data set, the process is repeated for each echolocation call.  The reduced set of beam data can then be 

visualized and analyzed. 
 
To ensure we did not analyze harmonic components that overlap in frequency, each harmonic component was 
separated using a time varying forward-backward filter (DiCecco et al., 2013).  The separated components were then 
analyzed using Hilbert Spectral Analysis and resulted in precise amplitude estimates of the instantaneous amplitude 
and frequency for each harmonic component.  Each individually analyzed signal was mapped across all sensor 
locations on the array and spline interpolated on a fine uniform angular grid. Harmonically related frequency ranges 
were then selected for further analysis.  
 

RESULTS 

During an example trial, the bat tended to echolocate in thee phases: exploratory, active searching, and 
active honing.  At the beginning of the trial (exploratory phase), the bat pulsed at a rate of 2-3 pulses per second and 
scanned the acoustic space with small head movements not correlated with the location of the worm. Once the bat 
identified the worm as a potential target, it entered an active search phase characterized by wider head aim and 
increased pulse repetition rate. Towards the end of the trial the bat entered the final stage (active honing) and began 
pulsing in strobe groups with increased sound pressure level. After the bat’s head was aimed directly at the target for 
several pulses in a row it leapt from the platform to attempt to acquire the target.  During all phases of echolocation, 
the beam was recorded by the microphone array. Beam widths were examined individually at 30, 60 and 90 kHz 
bands to investigate frequency dependent beam changes. As predicted, the beam exhibited little directivity at 30 
kHz, but became significantly sharper for increasing frequencies of 60 kHz and 90 kHz. The 60 kHz beam contained 
the largest amount of acoustic energy as received per channel. While searching its environment, the bat tended to 
gradually move the beam in small angular increments while scanning across the acoustic space. Ear, mouth and head 
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aim varied throughout the trial and suggest the bat might be using fine movements of ear and mouth structures to 
vary the transmit and receive information during echolocation.  
 

DISCUSSION 

By combining both video and a high-resolution microphone array, we were able to investigate the fine scale 
dynamics of bat echolocation. While scanning its environment, the bat makes subtle changes in the movement of its 
echolocation beam with corresponding movement in head, mouth and ear orientation. Once a target has been 
identified, the bat increases the rate and intensity of echolocation signals and the acoustic gaze remains locked on 
the target. Due to variation in head, mouth and ear aim as well as in the frequency-dependent beam patterns, the bat 
may not be using conventional beam width as resolution. Current experiments are underway to further investigate 
the nature of frequency dependent beam shape during different phases of echolocation and the relationship to ear, 
mouth, and head orientation. 
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